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Echoes III Cracked Version is an intense retro style shoot-em-up game. The action is non-stop as you
blast your way through ever increasingly intense solar system levels. Improve your chances by

picking up weapon upgrades, shield boosts and smart bombs. With 4 game modes and 5 different
solar systems there are 20 ways to play. Echoes III is a showcase game made using AppGameKit.

You can learn more about AppGameKit here: Classes Class 1A weapons have low damage but a high
explosion Class 1B weapons have medium damage but low explosion Class 1C weapons have high

damage but low explosion Class 2A weapons have low damage and high explosion Class 2B weapons
have medium damage and high explosion Class 3A weapons have high damage and low explosion
Class 3B weapons have medium damage and low explosion Class 4A weapons have high damage

and high explosion Class 4B weapons have medium damage and medium explosion Class 5A
weapons have high damage and medium explosion Class 5B weapons have medium damage and

medium explosion Class 6 weapons have medium damage and low explosion Class 7 weapons have
low damage and medium explosion Class 8A weapons have low damage and medium explosion

Class 8B weapons have medium damage and medium explosion Class 9 weapons have high damage
and low explosion Class 10 weapons have medium damage and low explosion Class 11 weapons
have medium damage and medium explosion Class 12 weapons have high damage and medium
explosion Class 13 weapons have high damage and medium explosion Class 14 weapons have
medium damage and medium explosion Class 15 weapons have medium damage and medium

explosion Class 16 weapons have medium damage and medium explosion Class 17 weapons have
low damage and medium explosion Class 18 weapons have medium damage and low explosion Class
19 weapons have medium damage and medium explosion Class 20 weapons have medium damage

and medium explosion Unlockable Swap weapons and shields to gain access to the following
unlockable content: Time Trial Survivor Big Bang Normal Steam Leaderboards Steam Achievements!
Deep Freeze Destroy the giant ice manta, once you have gained access to the solar system, you will
find one of the game's most challenging levels. No Sleep Mode Without a shield your character will
never survive very long. For extra challenge go for No Sleep mode where you can't re-spawn! Arms

Race A

Echoes III Features Key:
Brand new storyline in Echoes

About half the level of Echoes II
An awesome soundtrack!

A new arsenal of weapons including aerial mines, sentries, drones, pyroclones and multiple flavours
of sniper rifles.

A much better melee system that includes a grappling hook.
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Survival map on an old-school Biohazard theme: the factory. Big industrial environment.
Intensive difficulty.

4 player co-op

 ECHOES III - DESCRIPTION 
The Republic has been overrun. An unholy alliance of bigots, politicians and criminals has struck against
your fellow countrymen with a war. You are in exile, fighting to defend your rights under the flag of
Freedom. Your allies need your expertise for the battle has just entered the civilian sector. All across the
continent, citizens from all walks of life have risen and united into an army of freedom. But the corrupt
governments and the selfish industries have teamed up to fight back. They've unleashed enormous armies,
weaponized viruses and developed bizarre weapons ranging from flying bombs to giant cannibals. 

 ECHOES III - NEWS 

New Strategy: Fight Together, Survive Together
Drone UAVs: Plot your attacks from the air
New Weapons: Hijackers (And more) for your arsenal
All new melee system: grappling hook, melee combos and wall kicking
New Character Model: More natural, more dynamic, more realistic
Increased Grappling and Wall-Kicking Mechanics
Recorded Score by Josh Biggi at Halcyon's Castle in Warwickshire

 ECHOES III - OPTIONS 

Left or Right response
Feature set player starts with
Lock-On
Third-person shooting

 ECHOES III - BUILD
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